
Training methodologies and technologies

Exam and discussion of education programs and

training practices, and prevailing theories (e.g.

competency-based education: process that moves

from what students need to know and be able to do )from what students need to know and be able to do )



It is therefore necessary to develop competenciesIt is therefore necessary to develop competencies

that offer an overview of the situation and of

interdependant activities for a mindful

interrelation

Institutional and legislative response

aimed at coordinating the differentaimed at coordinating the different

forces (MIC, European modules, etc.).



Methodologies and toolsMethodologies and tools

The ability to manage emergencies well can be

neither acquired fully in the classroom nor learned

entirely by experience

Cycle: combining classroom instructionsCycle: combining classroom instructions

and practical training, structuring the

training course according to the level of

participants, verifying if actions

correspond to skills required



Thus, each arrangement which tends

towards the preservation of the

stakeholder’s integrity, both physical and

psychological, will have to be part of a

global action of integration in human

resources plansresources plans



Contents and standards

There is a certain lack of consensus on what 

courses ought to contain and applicable 

standards

Emergency preparedness and medical 

education should converge on effective education should converge on effective 

practices



Training offerTraining offer

Training courses for MFRs deal with different

topics and can have different contents and

duration

Exam of tools and methodologies mostExam of tools and methodologies most

frequently used to train MFRs (talble top,

role playing, simulation



The use of information technology for education e-

learning: it may encompass multiple formats and

hybrid methods (using software, Internet, CD-ROM,

online learning or any other electronic or interactive

media).

Research has already examined potential and limits

of e-learning, regarding both pedagogical and

technological aspects but there are different

conclusions



Conclusions & future researches



Training efficacyTraining efficacy

MFR training was found to be highly diversified, in terms of 

duration, methods, contents, degrees, progression, etc. Hence, 

there is a need to adapt training to the tasks and responsibilities 

that rescuers must take on, and to consistently apply effective 

pedagogical systems and reference standards in this process. pedagogical systems and reference standards in this process. 



Shared trainingShared training

Although the importance of team-coordinated emergency intervention 

was acknowledged, it was found that: few shared training occasions 

and programmes among the different bodies are held; the other forces’

assignments are frequently not sufficiently clear; and that cooperation 

prevalently takes place by chain of command--rarely as a combined 

operation. This shortfall directly influences the efficacy of intervention 

and weakens collective competence of any organisation or group of and weakens collective competence of any organisation or group of 

organisations. Training plans should therefore multiply opportunities 

for shared training.



Pedagogical efficacyPedagogical efficacy

Data are currently lacking, as are the systematic evaluation of the 

pedagogical efficacy of the different instruments currently used in 

MFR training (e.g., simulations, table top.. ), and adequate 

assessment instruments for evaluating the efficacy of training for 

single participants and their capabilities. Further research in this 

field is therefore required, and instruments that can be easily field is therefore required, and instruments that can be easily 

used by rescuer trainers to modify training programmes and 

contents based on information obtained in such a way, must be 

developed. 



AwarenessAwareness

To make rescuers aware of the “burdens” and therefore, the 

psychosocial risks they will most probably be undergoing, training 

must develop courses to help rescuers recognize signs in 

themselves and their colleagues that indicate a need to seek 

psychological support. Bearing in mind the highly prevalent 

“superhero” model among first responders, this approach should “superhero” model among first responders, this approach should 

make up an integral part of each emergency intervention 

organisation’s culture of promoting rescuers’ growth and well-

being.
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